This notice pertains to two questions on the Spanish edition only, of the Regents Examination in Global History and Geography.

In Question 13, of the Spanish edition, the wording of the term “Middle Kingdom” is unclear. When scoring this question, all students who used the Spanish edition of this test should receive credit for question 13.

In Question 23, the English edition includes the phrase, “…came under European colonial control…” whereas the Spanish edition could be understood to mean, “…was under European colonial control…” When scoring this question, all students who used the Spanish edition of this test should receive credit for choice 3, the choice listed in the Scoring Key, or choice 4.

Please make sure to darken the circle for “Spanish” in the box labeled “Alternate Language” on the answer sheet for all students who used the Spanish edition of this test, either exclusively or in conjunction with the English edition.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused you and your students, and we thank you for your continued cooperation.